Pike County Breakdown in A
as taught by Alan O'Bryan
tuning: gDGEB/cape 2

Tab by Beidie Dunbar

\[ \begin{array}{c}
\text{slide} \quad 0 \quad 0 \quad 0 \quad 0 \\
\text{Pulloff} \quad 0 \quad 0 \quad 0 \quad 0 \\
\text{slide} \quad 0 \quad 0 \quad 0 \quad 0 \\
\text{Pulloff} \quad 0 \quad 0 \quad 0 \quad 0 \\
\end{array} \]

\[ \frac{\text{3-5}}{\text{2-3}} \quad \frac{3}{4} \]
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Pike County Breakdown in G

Second Break

Tab by Bobbie Dundas
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